
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking to fill the role of engineering
assistant. Thank you in advance for taking a look at the list of responsibilities and
qualifications. We look forward to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for engineering assistant

Maintain unit electronic or manual records
Sorts, screens, annotates, redirects, distributes, or answers mail,
correspondence, and telephone inquiries within established guidelines
Establishes, compiles, and maintains records and files of correspondence,
bulletins, reports, forms, budgets, tickler files, vacation schedules, manpower,
space requirements, attendance records and calendars, supplies and
equipment
Arranges logistics for meetings and conferences including space reservations,
audio/visual requirements, refreshments, and dining, caterings, coordinating
presenters and other related requirements
Transcribes, edits, proofreads, types or otherwise process executive level
correspondence, memoranda, bulletins, forms, reports, speeches, graphs,
charts, slides, expense reports, and salary actions from a combination of
notes, other copy, files, transcription, reports and other sources
Maintains appropriate levels of clerical / office supplies
Maintain cell cultures requiring the use of sterile techniques, low temperature
storage, sawing, culturing, characterization and sample preparation
Familiar with cell culturing in various modern systems (such as Ibidi cell
systems)
Prepare cell samples including the incubations of cells with various substances
Record keeping for tracking methods, data, results, for preparing research
and technical reports and other
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A minimum of 5 years radio experience is required working understanding of
electronics, logic and switching circuits, technical troubleshooting and wiring
practices
HD radio experience, Wide Orbit Automation experience, and/or AM/FM
transmitter experience helpful
Will occasionally require climbing ladders and working on elevated surfaces
Experience supporting an executive in an engineering or product group
within a high-tech company
Minimum of 1 year relevant experience in developing Real Time Embedded
Systems
Must possess strong knowledge in Assembly & C programming language


